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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Metal Bank Ltd (MBK) was successful in application for funding under Round 4 of the Queensland 

Government’s Collaborative Exploration Initiative (CEI) grant scheme. This grant covered $86 500 of 

direct costs associated with approximately 500m of drill testing of the 7km2 Great Eastern Target 

prospect within the company’s 100% held Eidsvold Project on EPMs 18431 and 18753 in southeast 

Queensland. The Great Eastern Target prospect represents a large undrilled and under-explored target 

displaying geophysical and geochemical signatures characteristic of intrusion-related Au (IRG) and 

porphyry Cu-Mo systems below cover sequence sediments. It is hypothesised as a possible bulk 

tonnage target with genetic links to the Eidsvold Goldfield and other known mineralisation and 

alteration within the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex supported by prior MBK work including magnetic, 

radiometric, EM, pole-dipole induced polarisation (IP)/resistivity work, low level trace element soil 

geochemistry and structural interpretations. 

Three reverse circulation (RC)/diamond drill (DD) holes were completed for 1 152.9m from October 

to late December 2020 by Wizard Drilling of Bundaberg. Core drilling from two pierce points for 

137.9m of basement intersection successfully identified significant alteration within quartz monzonite 

intrusives including favourable hydrothermal overprinting of orthomagmatic sulphides, minor quartz-

carbonate-sulphide veining and disseminated and vein Cu, Mo, Fe, Pb and Zn sulphides characteristic 

of a medial position to an intrusion-related Au-Cu system. Peak results of 1m @ 0.43g/t Au and 1m @ 

0.13 % Cu were returned. MBK is suitably encouraged by this first pass test into a large target area and 

further work including extension IP/resistivity programs and additional drilling to target western 

remnantly-magnetised magnetic anomalies and other features indicative of significant alteration, 

structure and potential causative intrusives is underway. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Eidsvold Project is located in southeast Queensland and centered on the town of Eidsvold (Figure 
1). It represents an under-explored 250 km2 Permo-Triassic intrusive complex (Eidsvold Intrusive 
Complex) located between the Cracow (3Moz Au) and Mt Rawdon (2Moz Au) gold mines in the 
Northern New England Orogen. It is host to the historical Eidsvold Goldfield which produced c.100 
000oz Au in the late 1800s. Approximately 95% of the complex is overlain by younger post-mineral 
sediments and the intrusive complex is considered highly prospective for intrusion-related Au style 
mineralisation. 

 

 

Figure 1: Location of MBK projects including Eidsvold project in SE Queensland. 

 

The Project comprises EPM18431 (46 sub-blocks, granted 5/9/11) and EPM18753 (12 subblocks, 
granted 23/1/12) with both licenses held by Roar Resources Ltd, a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of 
MBK (Figure 2). Access to the prospect is via sealed highway from Eidsvold then local rural private 
property tracks. The Great Eastern Target prospect within the Eidsvold Project is located 
approximately 5km due north of the town of Eidsvold. 

Roar Resources was successful in the 2012 round of CDI drill funding on its Triumph Project, with the 
subsequent drilling program directly leading to six new drill discoveries. MBK has used the same 
philosophy at the Eidsvold Project as a means of de-risking the drill-ready Great Eastern Target to 
allow early direct drilling to fast-track economic evaluation of the target. 
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A successful grant was achieved for the amount of $86 500 in CEI Round 4 with two holes initially 
funded. Subsequent discussion with the Department permitted minor modification to this program to 
allow for drill hole adjustment based on new IP/resistivity results and updated depth to basement 
modelling, with two holes into the basement planned to provide additional mineralisation and vectors 
for further work. Preparation for works commenced in October 2020, with drilling completed on 
21/12/20. 

 

  

Figure 2: Eidsvold Project comprising EPM 18431 and EPM18753 showing airphoto and topographic 
details and location of the Great Eastern Prospect. All co-ordinates GDA94 Z56. 

  

GREAT EASTERN TARGET GREAT EASTERN TARGET 
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3. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
 

The Eidsvold Project is located within the Northern New England Orogen (Figure 3) on the 

Mundubbera SG56-5 1:250k and Eidsvold 9147 1:100k map sheets. The New England Orogen is a 

Devonian to Cretaceous orogenic belt extending up the eastern margin of Australia consisting of a 

number of distinct geological provinces and sub-provinces that reflect a variety of lithotectonic 

environments formed as a result of initial plate convergence, subduction and subsequent roll-back 

and extension. 

The Eidsvold Project area lies within the Late Devonian to Carboniferous Yarrol Province (and Nogo 

Sub-province) displaying lithologies characteristic of fore-arc basin environments. A suite of 

predominantly I-type Permo-Triassic granitoids and co-magmatic volcanics were emplaced into the 

New England Orogen and genetically related to a wide range of mineralising events and styles that 

include mesothermal Au-quartz veins, intrusion-related Au (IRG), breccia-hosted sub-volcanic Au-Ag 

and porphyry Cu-Mo±Au. 

Running through the project area is a 45km long north-trending arcuate belt of these multiphase 

Permo-Triassic intrusives named the Eidsvold Complex (Figure 4a and b). This intrusive complex hosts 

a number of historical mines and workings, with the most significant the c.100 000oz Au producing 

Eidsvold Goldfield operated between 1887–1914. The complex is dominated by variably intermingled 

granite and gabbros (Mixed Intrusives) and to a lesser extent by relatively more evolved intrusive 

centres which include granodiorites, monzonites and aplites. Unconformably overlying the Eidsvold 

Complex is a blanket of predominantly quartzose Jurassic siltstone-sandstone cover which appears to 

have been derived from the surrounding intrusives (Evergreen Formation and Hutton Sandstone 

units). 

 

 

Figure 3: Eidsvold Project location on simplified Queensland Geology orogenic map (left) and 
orogenic geology close-up (right) showing Mundubbera 1:250k and Eidsvold 1:100k locations 
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Figure 4a: Simplified 1:250k regional geology extract with legend 

 

 

Figure 4b: Simplified 1:100k regional geology extract showing key structural and geological features 

  

GREAT EASTERN TARGET 
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4. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION 
 

The Eidsvold Goldfield and surrounds has been subject to a range of previous exploration approaches 

by various companies primarily seeking Au. Modern exploration commenced in the early 1980’s, and 

regionally this comprised a series of mapping, rockchip sampling and stream sediment sampling 

programs to the north and south of the Eidsvold goldfield. The Mt Brady historical workings were also 

identified 10 km to the north of Eidvsold by Wellsand Peko through reconnaissance sampling of 

historical small mullock dumps. 

Ground-based magnetics followed by a limited 15 drill hole RC scout drilling program was completed 

to the immediate north and east of the Eidsvold goldfield by Newcrest in 1996 with the aim of 

identifying extensions along strike and down-dip to the Eidsvold Goldfield. A number of drill holes 

intersected hydrothermal alteration with elevated pathfinder geochemistry and weakly anomalous Au 

up to 0.2g/t. 

The majority of work in the area has been concentrated on the Eidsvold Goldfield where a number of 

explorers completed trenching work. In 2007 Renison completed two shallow drill fences for a 

combined 11 hole program along the northern and southern strike extents of the main Mt Rose lode. 

These drilling results were unsuccessful in defining extensions to near surface ore bodies aimed to 

help feed a 14Mt @ 1.14g/t Au tailings heap leach operation at the time. 

The Great Eastern Target is a new and unexplored concept, with the most recent exploration in the 

Great Eastern Target prospect area prior to MBK being the 1995 GSQ state airborne geophysical 

survey, and nearest relevant drill hole the stratigraphic ‘Mundubbera 3’ hydrocarbon hole completed 

to 333.6m in 1972 approximately 6km NE of the Great Eastern Target within a similar geological 

setting. 

Prior to the CEI work, MBK have conducted airborne magnetic and radiometric modelling, an extensive 

helicopter-borne EM survey, basement modelling, structural interpretations, pole-dipole IP/resistivity 

linework, trace level soil geochemical work and surface mapping to rationalise and justify the target 

and drilling work. Details of this are presented in the CEI Round 4 application with relevant extracts 

below. 
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5. PROSPECT/TARGET GEOLOGY 
 

The geology of the prospect area as located in Figures 4a and b is as discussed for the project area in 

Section 3, with surface mapping and soil sampling identifying a wide expanse of cover sequence 

sediments of the Evergreen Formation and recent Tertiary alluvials and topsoil over the interpreted 

position of the underlying Eidsvold Intrusive Complex basement unit of interest. A local geological map 

has not been drafted due to limited features and a dominance of limited exposure of cover sequence 

sediment, recent topsoil and farming/forestry activity, and a reliance on geophysical techniques is 

required. Accordingly, observational geological knowledge is sparse within the prospect area and 

ongoing work on the Eidsvold Goldfield, Mt Brady along with MBK drilling on other prospects within 

the project area is used to guide further work and understanding. A brief discussion of mineralisation 

styles and geology from work to date within the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex is presented below. 

Mineralisation at Eidsvold occurs in a range of styles within the intrusion-related Au to Cu-Mo and Cu-

Au porphyry spectrum (Figure 5). Within the Eidsvold Goldfield, mineralised structures are interpreted 

as thrust faults with locally mylonitic fill and complex quartz vein arrays occurring due to post-

emplacement deformation of the Eidsvold Complex. The ore shoots appear as cigar-shaped bodies at 

intersections or roll-overs in the thrusts and are characterised by sulphide accumulations preferably 

developed as ribbons or patches in deformed quartz. 

 

 

Figure 5: Intrusion related deposit models/styles targeted on the Eidsvold project (after Morrison, 

2014 internal report) 
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In other areas, airborne magnetic, radiometric, electromagnetic and electrical geophysical datasets 

are used to help define geology and refine targets. These datasets are supported by mapping, 

geochemistry (and in some areas recent drilling) to build prospect models. For example, work to date 

at Mt Brady in the north of the Eidsvold Complex suggests a >3km diameter intrusive complex is 

present. This complex hosts a series of breccia bodies which are exposed through a window in 

surrounding hornfelsed gabbro-diorite-granodiorite and it is interpreted as the outer shell of a dome-

shaped granitic intrusion. The granite itself is predominantly biotite monzogranite but displays 

prominent patches and dykes of aplite, pegmatite and miarolitic cavities with quartz-albite fill and 

alteration. Mineralisation is noted as shear-vein, tension gash, sulphide rich and disseminated, 

associated with fluid accumulations and structure in compositionally and alteration-zoned 

‘pseudocarapaces’ within polyphase granitoids. Together with the breccias these features suggest 

fluid accumulation and mineralisation in the carapace of the intrusive body. Metal Bank drilling has 

identified results to 1m @ 17.5g/t Au, 90g/t Ag and 2.5% Cu (MBDD001, 136-137m) and 1m @ 6.3g/t 

Au (MBDD004, 27-28m) within sulphidic veining and phyllic alteration zones in this system. 

At Forty Horse and Tower Hill, shallow sediment cover overlies polyphase granitoids similar to Mt 

Brady with varying levels of magnetic and electrical anomalism in conjunction with interpreted 

favourable structures. The Great Eastern Target displays a likeness to the 3Moz Au Mt Leyshon deposit 

with a similar size, scale and relationships between geophysical signatures below recent sediment 

cover, and until this program was undrilled. 

 

 

Figure 6: Intrusion-related Au targets defined by MBK at the Eidsvold Project 
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6. EIDSVOLD PROJECT: GREAT EASTERN TARGET – Collaborative 

Exploration Initiative Round 4 
 

ORIGINAL EXPLORATION RATIONALE AND TARGETING CRITERIA 
MBK was successful in CEI Round 4 grant application following development of a systems-based 

approach to the Eidsvold Project and generation of the Great Eastern Target. Fundamental to this is 

the development of a simplified, system-wide exploration model based on an array of technical studies 

and resultant exploration hypotheses following a series of staged innovative work programs over the 

last six years. This resulted in the generation of multiple new large-scale IRG targets beneath post 

mineral sediments within the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex with final outcomes of this work the 

identification of five high quality drill-ready or near drill-ready previously untested targets, the largest 

being the Great Eastern Target. 

The work methodology to generate the Great Eastern Target is summarised as:  

• Confirmation of Eidsvold Intrusive Complex fertility and prospectivity for IRGDs by 
understanding two outcropping prospects: 

o Detailed review of Eidsvold goldfield identifying a spatially-zoned metallogenic 
association and not mesothermal Au lode-style mineralisation 

o Detailed petrological, metal zoning and geological studies derived from scout drilling 
of a rare outcropping prospect called Mt Brady to define a working overall paragenesis 
of the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex 

• Calibration and extrapolation of geophysical tools to define hydrothermal alteration at 
Eidsvold:  

o Coincident pole-dipole or dipole-dipole resistivity low zones and muted airborne 
magnetic susceptibility zones coincident with mineralisation and hydrothermal 
alteration intersected in drilling at Mt Brady consistent with IRG deposits 

o Acquisition of airborne electromagnetic data to provide resistivity profiles over the 
project for identification of geophysical targets and approximate basement depths 

• Modelling depth to basement to be <100m for target areas to ensure base case economics for 
a deposit is feasible: 

o Inversion modelling of both airborne electromagnetics (EM) and airborne magnetics, 
calibrated against rare drill holes within the intrusive complex, to define depth to 
basement. 

• Quantitative geochemical tools to confirm hydrothermal alteration and magmatic fluid input 
within overlying sediment of geophysical target areas:  

o Using some of the latest ultra-trace and pH analysis surface geochemistry tools to “see 
beneath cover” over priority geophysical target areas 

▪ Partial digest aqua-regia is relatively new and is designed to liberate the more 
mobile portion of the sample medium allowing mobile elements which are 
likely to have travelled from any possible mineralisation below to be 
quantified 

o Anomalism defined as a coincidence of low pH signifying weathered sulphides 
associated with alteration and a relative elevation of Fe-corrected ultra-trace 
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pathfinder geochemistry indicative of ionic leaching from magmatic fluid input within 
the basement 

• 3D modelling of the target with confirmation of presence of similar geophysical features to 
Mt Leyshon to justify potential system presence: 

o Deep remnant-polarised early hot magnetic core signature 

o Wide peripheral halo of overprinting hydrothermal alteration from coincident 
subdued magnetism/resistivity low and calibrated against pH low/elevated ultra-
trace pathfinder geochemistry 

o Outer hornfelsed rim 

 

Key features in the Eidsvold Project and Great Eastern Target prospect target identification and model 

generation are therefore: 

• Geophysical 

o EM resistivity lows 

o Coincident subdued magnetic response 

o Hornfelsed halo in magnetics and resistivity 

o IP/resistivity inflections, resistivity lows, elevated basement chargeability responses 

o Remnant-magnetised core signature and/or marginal magnetic anomalism 

• Geochemical 

o Elevated pathfinder element geochemistry 

o Low pH signatures 

o Zoned metallogenic associations characteristic of IRG systems 

• Structural 

o Proximity to linear features interpreted as deep-seated or adjacent fluid pathways 

and traps, notably where favourable geophysical responses are present 

o Intersection lineations of transecting structures 

• Geological 

o Presence of zoned polyphase intrusives, overpressurisation and confinement, 

miarolitic cavities, degassing, hydrothermal breccias and favourable overprinting 

alteration and veining 

o Paragenetic studies fitting a late acid to syenogranitic intrusive model 

• Spatial 

o Shallow depth to basement (ideally <100m) 

o Proximity to elevated ridges or exposures of hornfelsed granitoid or sediment 

 

This work resulted in the development of a summary Eidsvold Intrusive Complex-wide exploration 
model (Figure 7), with the 3.5Moz Au Mt Leyshon deposit considered the closest analogy. The Eidsvold 
model highlights three phases of hydrothermal / magmatic activity: 

• Initial emplacement of the Eidsvold co-magmatic pluton and associated with intermingled 
granite – granodiorite and weak Cu+/-Mo orthomagmatic to magmato-hydrothermal 
mineralisation 

• Subsequent emplacement of a mother intrusion in the center of the pluton as a hot early 
mineralised phase related to felsic intrusives with a weak magmatic / magmatic hydrothermal 
Au-Cu-Mo association and the development of peripheral ring fractures 
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• Later main Au phase related to emplacement of evolved felsic to syeno-granite intrusives and 
Au-Cu-Ag-Bi magmatic – hydrothermal assemblages both within the mother pluton and within 
marginal ring fractures 

The entire pluton has then subsequently been bisected by a regional scale fault. 

 

Figure 7: Eidsvold Project summary exploration model 

 

A summary model for the Great Eastern Target is presented in Figure 8 highlighting a number of these 

characteristic features. The reader is referred to the original CEI Round 4 grant application for further 

details and supporting imagery if required. 
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Figure 8: Great Eastern Target summary exploration model 

 

WORK PROGRAM UNDERTAKEN 
3 RC/DD holes for 1 152.9m were completed. 174 HQ3 half core samples with 10 QA/QC samples were 

submitted for Au and multi-element analysis, 12 samples for whole rock XRF, and 12 samples 

submitted for petrological studies. Three drill pads with in-ground sumps were prepared along with 

minor access track work with rehabilitation upon completion of work. 

 

WORK PROGRAM VARIATIONS 
Due to initial drill hole concerns re: depth to basement upon drilling an initial RC precollar and new 

IP/resistivity survey data received between application and drilling, the Department was contacted re: 

variation to the approved drilling program for hole adjustments and deeper drilling than proposed in 

the CEI application. This was deemed acceptable and the program was extended to three holes with 

two holes planned to test basement geology and identify any possible mineralisation vectors.  
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7. METHODS 
 

DRILLING 
Drilling was undertaken by Wizard Drilling of Bundaberg using a McCullochs DR950 multipurpose 

RC/DD rig, support rod truck, water truck and 4WD vehicles. 5.5” reverse circulation (RC) was used for 

pre-collaring to increase drilling speed and reduce cost in barren cover sequence rocks. Diamond 

drilling utilised HQ3 triple tube setup with 3m core tube and 6m rod length. Holes were surveyed by 

Reflex EZ-shot camera every 30m for dip, azimuth and magnetic interference and diamond core was 

oriented using the Reflex orientation tool. 

Hole details are presented in Table 1, survey details in Table 2, and location maps and cross-section 

images in Figures 9a and b. 

 

Table 1: Hole details, CEI Round 4 drilling program 

 

 

All surface line-ups were double-checked front and rear on line up and after setup for accuracy 

however minor upper hole deviation was encountered due to upper weathered cover sequence units 

and collaring issues. A gradual hole drop in RC was encountered however this was able to be 

corrected/straightened to an extent in DD. 

 Drilling difficulties were encountered in the RC portion of all holes due to fine cuttings and swelling 

clays causing excess hole torque. No diamond drilling difficulties were encountered due to solid 

basement rock. 

HOLE ID TYPE EAST NORTH RL PLAN EOH PLAN DIP PLAN AZI RC m DD m EOH

GET001 RC 313320 7199485 197 300 -60 135 159 - 159

GET002 RC/DD 313216 7198876 211 300 -55 170 219 258.5 477.5

GET003 RC/DD 313885 7198730 215 500 -55 270 219 297.4 516.4

TOTAL 597 555.9 1152.9
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Table 2: Survey details, CEI Round 4 drilling program 

 

 

 

 

HOLE ID DEPTH INSTRUMENT UTM AZI DIP

GET001 0 EST_geo 133 -60

GET001 30 EZ-Shot 140.9 -60.6

GET001 60 EZ-Shot 138.5 -61.7

GET001 90 EZ-Shot 138.6 -64.5

GET001 120 EZ-Shot 139.9 -66.4

GET001 150 EZ-Shot 137.9 -69.1

GET002 0 EST_geo 170 -55

GET002 30 EZ-Shot 173.2 -56.3

GET002 60 EZ-Shot 172.8 -57.2

GET002 90 EZ-Shot 174.5 -57.8

GET002 120 EZ-Shot 175.9 -60.8

GET002 150 EZ-Shot 176.7 -65.3

GET002 180 EZ-Shot 177.4 -68.7

GET002 210 EZ-Shot 178.5 -71.7

GET002 240 EZ-Shot 176.5 -72.4

GET002 270 EZ-Shot 176.5 -72

GET002 300 EZ-Shot 173.4 -72.4

GET002 330 EZ-Shot 172 -72.2

GET002 360 EZ-Shot 170.7 -72.5

GET002 390 EZ-Shot 169.2 -72.9

GET002 420 EZ-Shot 171.8 -73.1

GET002 450 EZ-Shot 171.8 -72.5

GET002 475 EZ-Shot 172 -71.8

GET003 0 EST_geo 265 -55

GET003 30 EZ-Shot 246.5 -54.6

GET003 60 EZ-Shot 252.2 -53.6

GET003 90 EZ-Shot 248 -54.1

GET003 120 EZ-Shot 253.8 -55.5

GET003 150 EZ-Shot 251.6 -58.3

GET003 180 EZ-Shot 253.4 -60

GET003 210 EZ-Shot 251.8 -63.3

GET003 240 EZ-Shot 260.3 -64.7

GET003 270 EZ-Shot 262.7 -63.9

GET003 300 EZ-Shot 259.7 -62.2

GET003 330 EZ-Shot 256.5 -60.8

GET003 360 EZ-Shot 255.7 -60.3

GET003 390 EZ-Shot 253 -60.7

GET003 420 EZ-Shot 248.9 -61.2

GET003 450 EZ-Shot 248.3 -62

GET003 480 EZ-Shot 248 -61.7

GET003 510 EZ-Shot 248.3 -61.3
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Figure 9a: GET001-003 drill hole location map on Google Earth image. Red outline is Soil Au 

anomalism and yellow line 7198700N section. 

 

  

Figure 9b: GET001-003 drill hole location map on 1VD TMI magnetic image. Red outline is Soil Au 

anomalism and yellow line 7198700N section. 
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Figure 9c: 9198700N, +/-200m section showing GET002-003 drill hole traces, pole-dipole resistivity 

model image and 3D magnetic model wireframe.  

 

 

Figure 9d: 9198700N, +/-200m section showing GET002-003 drill hole traces, pole-dipole IP 

chargeability model image and 3D magnetic model wireframe.  
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SAMPLING 
Sampling was undertaken on a 1m nominal sample spacing (0.5m minimum width, 1m maximum). 

Sampling was not geologically domained, rather on geologically defined and individually logged 

sample intervals. All altered/veined/faulted basement was sampled, and representative samples 

taken in other zones at a nominal 5-10m spacing for background/zoning variations. Samples were 

taken from ~10m above basement contact, through weathered/decomposed upper contact and into 

fresh rock to identify any indicator element dispersion haloes. 

Core was half core split using a diamond brick saw, apexing veins were possible and retaining oriented 

pieces were possible. Due to the extensive cover sequence, no samples were conducted for RC drilling 

within upper cover sequence, and no RC samples were submitted for this program as all RC drilling 

was within the cover sequence. 

 

ASSAYING 
Core samples were submitted to ALS Brisbane in secured calico, polyweave and bulk bags by local 

freight contractor for Au and multi-element analysis. Standards and blank QA/QC samples were 

inserted approximately every 20 samples. No duplicates were taken. 

Samples were prepared via standard CRU-21 (>70% passing -6.3mm where >3kg) and PUL-23 (<3kg 

with >85% passing <75micron) techniques. Assaying for Au was undertaken by Au-AA26 50g fire assay 

with AAS analysis, and 33 element multi-element assaying via ME-ICP61 0.25g 4-acid digest with ICP-

AES analysis. 12 representative samples of altered and unaltered basement were also selected for 

whole rock XRF analysis via ME-XRF26 0.66g lithium borate fusion with XRF analysis. 

 

DATA COLLECTION 
All geological, geotechnical, structural, sampling and magnetic susceptibility data is collated into fixed 

Excel templates, checked and submitted to Lisa Orr of Orr and Associates for final validation, database 

integration and external storage. The resultant database is then imported into Micromine and other 

GIS software for use. 

 

PETROGRAPHY 
12 samples (8 samples GET002, 4 samples GET003) were submitted for reflected light polished thin 

section petrological analysis to Anthony Coote of Applied Petrological Services and Research (APSAR 

NZ) to define primary and alteration mineralogies, lithotypes, sulphide species and overprinting 

relationships to place the observed features into mineralised system context. 
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8. RESULTS 

 

DRILL HOLE GEOLOGY 
A summary of drilling is presented below along with simplified cross-sections in Figures 10a-b. Refer 

to drill log information in Appendices 1-7 for further information. 

 

Figure 10a: GET002-03 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing lithology (left) and alteration 

assemblage (right). Resistivity background image. GET002 incorrectly coded as granodiorite in image. 

 

 

Figure 10a: GET002-03 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing lithology (left) and alteration 

assemblage (right). Chargeability background image. GET002 incorrectly coded as granodiorite in 

image.  
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GET001 
GET001 targeted below a favourable multi-element soil geochemical signature coincident with an 

interpreted structural trend on the northern margin of the central magnetic low/demagnetised core. 

The hole intersected variably carbonaceous fine brown/light grey/dark grey mudstone, siltstone and 

sandstone units of the Evergreen Formation to end of hole (Plate 1). Minor glossy coaliferous zones 

(to ~75%, 87-88m) were present, and a possible narrow tuffaceous unit developed in the 151-152m 

interval. Base of complete oxidation was intersected at 61m, base of partial oxidation 64m and base 

of fracture oxidation 87m. 

GET001 ran into drilling difficulties at ~150m and was terminated early at 159m due to groundwater 

plus excess rod torque due to swelling clays after an overnight pause. 

Given drilling orientation and non-resolution of depth to basement as indicated in EM and IP 

modelling, completion of the GET001 as planned was placed on hold, the hole was capped, 

modification to drilling program sought and the rig moved to an adjusted on-section position to test 

a higher priority target in a more favourable position in GET002. 

 

 

Plate 1: GET001 example cover sequence sediment RC chips 60-120m. 
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GET002 
GET002 targeted a multi-element soil geochemical feature in conjunction with the interpreted central 

demagnetised zone associated with the central Great Eastern Target core displaying co-incident low 

resistivity response (Figures 9a-d). Coherent medium grained sparsely feldspar-phyric quartz 

monzonite basement of the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex was intersected from 397m to end of hole at 

477.5m below a clay-sericite-chlorite-illite-kaolinitised altered and partly oxidised zone of partly 

decomposed polymict rounded to subangular normal graded granitoid-derived granular sandstone to 

cobble conglomerate/breccia (to almost fluidal fragmental) from 385m (Plates 2 and 3). This 

conformably underlies Evergreen Formation cover sequence sediments as per GET001 from surface. 

Trace bioturbation and minor brown tuffaceous clay-rich units, rare feldspathic crystal-rich zones and 

kaolinitic clay bands are noted in drill core in conjunction with fossiliferous carbonaceous to glossy 

coaliferous zones. Base of complete oxidation in cover sediments was intersected at 78m, with the 

base of partial and fracture oxidation at 119m. An upper weakly decomposed to weathered/oxidation 

horizon was also developed in the basement granitoid to 404.5m. 

Within the basement quartz monzonite (Plate 4), several weak internal compositional and textural 

variations are present. In isolation individual core samples may be visually described as granodiorite 

and aplitic porphyry, however no clear contacts or transitions are evident and accordingly the unit is 

all assigned quartz monzonite nomenclature. Several key zones of interest are identified within the 

granitoid comprising magmato-hydrothermal to hydrothermal alteration, veining and sulphide 

development. Zones of interest within GET002 include the following features: 

• Secondary K-feldspar, biotite and magnetite alteration with trace chalcopyrite and 

molybdenite, and recrystallised/mosaic quartz-feldspar zones 

• Narrow clear crystalline to mosaic quartz+/-pyrite+/-chalcopyrite+/-trace molybdenite 

veinlets 

• Disseminated/replacement pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite and rare molybdenite 

• Trace miarolitic cavities and mosaic quartz with sulphide cores 

• Pyrite+/-chalcopyrite+/-arsenopyrite stringer veinlets 

• Albitic alteration zones 

• Preserved ‘propylitic’ alteration zones of chlorite+/-pyrite development overprinted by phyllic 

to later argillic retrograde alteration 

• Strong ‘phyllic’ alteration zones overprint of sericite/illite, pyrite, silica and interpreted 

hypogene kaolinite 

• Quartz-carbonate+/-pyrite veinlets with strong sericite/illite-pyrite+/-clay+/-kaolinite 

alteration selvages with outer haematite haloes 

• Weak Fe-carbonate and carbonate+/-clay alteration and late vein/fracture overprint 

Refer to Appendix 2 for further details and Plates 5-7 for lithology, alteration and vein examples. 

Strongest favourable (phyllic) alteration zones are present at 404-411m and 427-445m, with 

hydrothermal alteration developed throughout the entirety of the basement interval and also in 

sediments immediately above. Best veining is developed in discrete sub-parallel veinlet packets at 

397-401m (~1%), 427-436m (~1%) and 465-472m (<1%). A maximum of 5 veinlets per metre and 2-3% 

veining/m noted within these zones, with the exception of an isolated polyphase vein (approx. 10cm 

downhole) at 447.9m. 

Sulphide percentages peak at approximately 2-3%/m over narrow zones, with all basement showing 

minor pyrite development in the sub 1% range. A zone of <1% pyrite is also noted in the 377-384m 
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interval within basal cover sequence conglomerates with up to 1% pyrite noted. Chalcopyrite, 

sphalerite and molybdenite presence is <0.5% maximum. 

Structure within GET002 is limited to gently ENE to NE bedding in overlying sediments, and veinlets 

within basement. Two main sets of veinlets are noted being the earlier crystalline quartz veinlets and 

later phyllic to argillic-selvage quartz-carbonate-pyrite veinlets. The majority of quartz-suphide 

veinlets define a sub-parallel sheeted moderately E to NE dipping orientation, and majority of later 

retrograde veinlets and fractures dip steeply N to NW with several minor moderately W dipping 

orientations. The larger polyphase quartz vein at 447.9m dips -52 to 119 GDA slightly more SE than 

the alteration-selvage packets. A weak ‘flattening’ foliation is variably present within the basement 

host and characterised by gently foliated dark sericite and pyrite alteration zones dipping flat to 

weakly E. No notable faults, shears or secondary intrusive contacts were observed.  
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Plate 2: GET002 381.4-388.7m – Intercalated Evergreen Formation sediment basal sequence 

transitioning to granitoid-rich cobble conglomerate above Eidsvold Intrusive Complex intrusive 

 

 

Plate 3: GET002 ~388m – Evergreen Formation basal conglomerate sequence showing typical 

chlorite-sericite/illite-mosaic quartz-kaolin-haematite retrograde alteration and trace pyrite 
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Plate 4: GET002 396.2-399.9m – basal Evergreen Formation granitoid rich cobble conglomerate 

transition to coherent K-feldspar-albite-biotite altered Eidsvold Intrusive Complex quartz monzonite 

basement with chlorite-sericite/illite-carbonate and kaolin clay overprint. 

 

 

Plate 5: GET002 478.7-482.5m – Fresh weakly sulphide and quartz-sulphide veined strong 

pervasively altered equivalent of Plate 4 showing increased silica-sericite/illite-pyrite component 

 

 

Plate 6: GET002 464.9-468.5m – weakly quartz-sulphide veined strong pervasively albite-K-feldspar-

quartz-biotite-magnetite with sericite/illite-pyrite-carbonate overprint medium grained sparsely 

porphyritic quartz monzonite (to aplite porphyry?), with more silicified and magnetic (interpreted 

hornfelsed/preserved) quartz monzonite to granodiorite towards end of tray 
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Plates 7a-c: GET002 a) 428.9m – preserved chlorite-pyrite-silica-leucoxene? propylitic alteration 

clot within silica-sericite/illite-pyrite-kaolinite altered quartz monzonite (aplitic?) with sulphide-

rich (pyrite) veinlet; b) 447.9m – polyphase quartz-pyrite-sphalerite and pyrite rich breccia with 

late carbonate overprint veinlet, and; c) ~450m – strong albite-silica with sericite-pyrite 

alteration with minor zoned porphyritic feldspar clusters in feldspar-quartz monzonite 

 

 

  

A B 

C 
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GET003 
GET003 targeted a more distal, intrusion-marginal structural position indicated in magnetic and 

IP/resistivity datasets and supported by a north-west trending soil Au geochemical anomaly. This zone 

was interpreted as more favourable for fluid focussing and Au-rich veining, stepping away from the 

hotter and deeper alteration, veining and sulphide features noted in GET002. 

The hole intersected Evergreen Formation cover sequence sediments as per GET001 and GET002 to 

441.3m with minor diagenetic pyrite nodules, pyritic bands and thin ashy/clay rich tuffaceous bands 

associated with carbonaceous to coaliferous intervals (Plate 8). This unit is conformable with normal 

graded almost fluidal and weakly foliated granular sandstone to pebble conglomerate and lower 

cobble conglomerates transitioning below two weak shears to coherent granitoid at 459m (Plate 9). 

Coherent medium grained weakly feldspar-phyric quartz monzonite to monzodiorite with rare 

monzodiorite to diorite xenoliths was intersected to end of hole at 516.4m. Base of complete oxidation 

in cover sediments was intersected at 70m and base of partial and fracture oxidation at 122m. Again, 

an upper decomposed to weathered/oxidation horizon was also developed in the basement granitoid 

to 463.5m. 

Minor kaolin, chlorite, pyrite and haematite is present within the upper conglomerate along with a 

weakly oxidised/haematised top of the basement granitoid. Within the granitoid, favourable 

alteration is limited, with silica-biotite and minor chlorite after acicular amphibole giving a hard grey 

to dark grey appearance (of probable hornfels origin) and the majority of biotite primary in nature and 

preserved. This unit overprinted by weak patchy to pervasive chlorite replacement and minor 

sericite/illite-pyrite-carbonate+/-haematite fracture and vein alteration selvages. 

Trace disseminated replacement, fracture and vein pyrite is distributed throughout the intrusive from 

463m to end of hole, with peak values of ~2%/m and averaging ~0.5-1%. Rare disseminated, fracture 

and vein chalcopyrite, molybdenite and dark grey sulphosalts (tennantite/tetrahedrite) were noted 

along with several grains of sphalerite in basement however all sulphide species were of trace 

amounts (<0.1%). 

Veining within GET003 is limited to an upper carbonate-clay-pyrite filled fracture zone with haematite 

selvages of <1% from 473-477m, and narrow silica-carbonate-sericite/illite-pyrite+/-haematite 

selvage fracture veinlet zone from 482-508m. Average vein % in these packets is <1%, with peak vein 

%/m of 2% and a maximum of ~5 veinlets/m. A single biotite-magnetite-Kfeldspar-silica veinlet and 

several crystalline quartz-chalcopyrite-sulphosalt veinlets are present 515-156m. 

Bedding in the Evergreen Formation dips dominantly flat to shallow SE, slightly oblique to GET002. 

Several slickenside observations indicate reverse movement. The flat shears at the base of the 

conglomerate similarly dip gently E. Contrary to GET002 the majority of narrow early clear quartz+/-

sulphide veinlets dip moderately WNW with minor steep E-dipping set, and the bleached-selvage 

overprinting stringer veinlets are more chaotic with moderate to steep NE, E and rare N dips. Again 

no notable faults, shears or secondary intrusive contacts were observed. 

Refer to Appendix 2 for further details and Plates 8-15 for lithology, alteration and vein examples. 
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Plate 8: GET003 248.4-252.0m – intercalated carbonaceous mudstone, siltstone and minor 

sandstones with narrow ashy tuff(?) bands and coal within Evergreen Formation cover sequence 

 

 

Plate 9: GET003 442.7-444.9m – contact between basal Evergreen Formation sediments displaying 

chlorite-clay-kaolin alteration and minor pyrite and lower polymict granular to pebble 

conglomerate/breccia unit overlying/transitional to coherent Eidsvold Intrusive Complex quartz 

monzonite unit 

 

 

Plate 10: GET003 483.7-487.3m – weakly quartz-carbonate-pyrite stringer veinlets showing outer 

haematite haloes within sparsely porphyritic quartz monzonite with weak to moderate alteration 

overprint (upper) to fresh weakly silica-magnetite hornfels? (almost monzodiorite) below 
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Plate 10: GET003 513.1-516.4m – weakly silica-biotite(phlogopite)+/-pyrite altered/hornfelsed 

sparsely porphyritic quartz monzonite to monzodiorite with narrow quartz+/-chalcopyrite veinlets 

and rare dioritic xenolith at ~514.7m 

 

 

Plate 11: GET003 488.5m – narrow quartz-pyrite veinlet with strong silica-sericite/illite selvage and 

outer haematite halo characteristic of mid to late stage hydrothermal veining 
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Plate 12: GET003 497.4m – crosscutting quartz-carbonate-pyrite with sericite/illite-haematite halo 

crosscutting earlier euhedral quartz-chalcopyrite-pyrite veinlet in proximity to mafic-rich 

monzodiorite/granodiorite xenolith/fractionate (right) within porphyritic quartz monzonite 

 

 

Plate 13: GET003 501.5m – orthomagmatic molybdenite-chalcopyrite-quartz veinlet within 

secondary biotite-magnetite-chlorite-silica-albite? altered quartz monzonite 
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Plate 14: GET003 504.3m – K-feldspar-secondary biotite-magnetite-chlorite-pyrite-haematite veinlet 

(centre) and marginal euhedral quartz-pyrite-molybdenite veinlet (right) in weakly porphyritic 

massive medium-grained quartz monzonite to granodiorite with weak hornfels 

 

 

Plate 15: GET003 515.5m – narrow quartz-chalcopyrite-trace sulphosalt veinlet appearing to crosscut 

and displace earlier weakly haematised alteration zone within weakly feldspar-phyric quartz 

monzonite 
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DRILL HOLE ASSAY RESULTS 
Table 3 presents notable assay results from GET003 and GET003 (n = 174 samples) with selected 

element cross sections in Figures 11a-e. 

Table 3: GET002-3 peak assay values 

 

 

Peak Au results of 0.43ppm Au (GET002, 390-391m) were returned in basal conglomerates above 

basement host, with coherent basement responses to 1m at 0.16ppm Au in GET002 (449-450m) and 

1m at 0.10ppm Au in GET003 (486-487m). Ag peaked at 1m at 2.3ppm from 493m in GET003, with a 

number of broader zones of >1ppm Ag enrichment present in both holes. 

Cu intervals reached 4m at 471ppm Cu from 428m and 5m at 726ppm Cu from 440m in GET002, and 

a top discrete value of 1m at 1350ppm Cu from 493m in GET003. Pb values are universally low, and 

minimal Zn is present to 1m at 559ppm Zn (GET003 482-483m) within a discrete quartz-sulphide 

breccia vein. Mo values reach 1m at 55ppm Mo from 501m in GET003 however universally low overall. 

Mildly elevated As is present over broad intervals, with GET002 returning intervals of 5m @ 593ppm 

As from 430m and 4m at 1369ppm As from 447m, and GET003 returning 4m at 1240ppm from 485m. 

A weak As-Zn+/-S halo is also developed within overlying basal conglomerates. Other indicator 

elements are limited to scattered low Sb to 1m at 31ppm Sb (GET002, 447-448m) with negligible Bi. 

Whole rock XRF analysis is yet to be examined in detail and back-calculated onto multi-element 

results for detailed lithogeochemistry and alteration index work.  

 

 

Figure 11a: 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing notable Au results 

Au ppm Ag ppm Cu ppm Mo ppm Pb pm Zn ppm As ppm Bi ppm Sb S%

0.43 2.3 1350 55 96 559 3010 3 31 1.69
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Figure 11b: 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing notable Cu results 

 

 

Figure 11c: 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing notable Mo results 
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Figure 11d: 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing notable Zn results 

 

 

Figure 11e: 7198700N +/-200m cross-section showing notable As results 
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PETROLOGY 
Petrological analysis summaries by Anthony Coote of APSAR for 12 samples selected to represent and 

confirm key lithotypes, alteration and vein features are presented below. Refer to Appendix 7 and 8 

for full reports. 

 

GET002 SUMMARY (8 samples) 

 

Figure 12: GET002 petrology summary 

1. Petrologic studies of diamond core from of the Eastern Eidsvold, intrusion-related 

multielement prospect area, determine GET002 to intersect base-metal mineralised, discrete 

structurally controlled hydrothermal overprinting of copper and molybdenum mineralised, 

prograde metasomatised quartz monzonite to granite porphyry/aplite in contact with 

similarly hydrothermal overprinted, hornfelsed lithic feldspathic quartz sandstone/siltstone 

higher in the hole. 

2. Chalcopyrite and molybdenite interstitial to primary silicate/silica mineralogy and as 

intergrowths with prograde metasomatic K-feldspar, granoblastic quartz, biotite and 

magnetite, define orthomagmatic to magmatic hydrothermal copper and molybdenum 

mineralisation in paragenetic association with the quartz monzonite to granite 

aplite/porphyry intrusion complex. 

3. Later chalcopyrite and less abundant galena, sphalerite and tennantite/tetrahedrite, of later 

retrograde hydrothermal paragenesis, are intergrown with alteration selvaging and 

associated fracturing/microfracture-fill comprising muscovite/sericite/illite, chlorite, mosaic 

quartz, pyrite, arsentiferous pyrite, rutile and Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate locally destructive of 

primary and secondary magnetite. 

4. Locally extensive kaolin clay replacement and fracture/microfracture filling occurring as 

intergrowths with Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate and rutile of a later, lower-temperature hydrothermal 

paragenesis, overprinting/enclosing earlier sericite/illite and chlorite, is also destructive of 

magnetite but does not include sulphide. 
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5. The base metal mineralised retrograde hydrothermal alteration styles developed in the quartz 

monzonite/granite rocks, are likely to be representative of peripheral components of stronger 

hydrothermal fluid flow centred upon causative intrusions younger than those/that hosting 

alteration and mineralisation intersected in GET002. 

“Hornfelsed lithic feldspathic quartz sandstone comprises the rock highest in GET002 sampled for 

petrology. Alkali feldspar, together with granoblastic quartz and Al-silicate, comprises a significant 

component of the thermal metamorphic/metasomatic replacement/recrystallisation assemblage. 

The extent of rock not subject to structurally controlled hydrothermal overprinting is defined by 

supergene ultra-fine grained hematite impregnation of remnant/remaining alkali feldspar lending 

the rock a pale red-brown colour on macro-scale. 

Variously prograde metasomatised and tectonic and hydrothermal overprinted, porphyry to aplite 

textured quartz monzonite to granite comprises granitoid sampled for petrology in GET002, below 

the level of hornfelsed sedimentary rock. The textural and composition variation evident is likely 

to represent heterogeneity within a single intrusion, or a composite of multiple intrusions. Coarser 

grained phenocryst plagioclase is concentrically zoned. Minor amounts of chalcopyrite and 

molybdenite are hydrous magmatic to magmatic hydrothermal in paragenesis, occurring 

interstitial to primary mineralogy and as intergrowths with secondary alkali feldspar, biotite, 

magnetite and granoblastic quartz of prograde (potassic) metasomatism and miarolitic cavity and 

fracture filling. 

Hydrothermal alteration of the prograde metasomatised granitoids and metasedimentary rocks is 

centred upon discrete fracturing and networks of microfracturing, filled with sericite/muscovite, 

Fe sulphides, Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate and less abundant amounts of mosaic quartz. 

Sericite/muscovite through to sericite/illite, intergrown with less abundant chlorite and mosaic 

quartz and overgrown by Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate, comprises alteration selvaging. Pyrite, 

arsentiferous pyrite and rutile are dispersed about the hydrothermal silicate, silica and carbonate 

mineralogy, and where most intense replace primary and secondary magnetite. Kaolin clay, 

enclosing and overgrowing early sericite, but intergrown with Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate, is more 

pervasive in relation to shearing and fracturing higher in the hole, and appears to represent a late-

stage of hydrothermal alteration rather than weathering. 

The distribution of orthomagmatic to prograde metasomatic molybdenite and to some extent 

chalcopyrite, remain preserved within the fracture/microfracture controlled retrograde 

hydrothermal overprint. Textures indicate that the hydrothermal overprint may have locally 

modified the distribution and form of the prograde metasomatic copper, with chalcopyrite 

occurring as intergrowths with retrograde hydrothermal sericite/illite, chlorite, mosaic quartz, Fe-

sulphides and Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate. More extensive copper mineralisation of the retrograde 

hydrothermal overprint is represented by chalcopyrite, together with minor amounts of galena, 

sphalerite and tennantite/tetrahedrite, locally concentrated in filling cavities and 

fractures/microfractures in close spatial association with pyrite and arsentiferous pyrite. 

The base metal mineralised retrograde hydrothermal overprint is not likely to be paragenetically 

related to the host quartz monzonite to granite intrusion complex, either of a heterogeneous single 

intrusion or composite of multiple intrusions, as is the early orthomagmatic to prograde 

metasomatic molybdenite and chalcopyrite. The structurally controlled hydrothermal overprint 

will likely have been driven by the emplacement of a younger intrusion or intrusions. The 

fracture/microfracture controlled/constrained base metal mineralised hydrothermal overprinting 
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evident in the rock of this study, likely represents a peripheral component of the younger 

hydrothermal system of some large scale.” (Coote 1, 2021) 

GET003 SUMMARY (4 samples) 
1. Petrologic studies of diamond core from GET003 of the eastern Eidsvold precious and base 

metal exploration project area, Queensland, determine trace amounts of base metal 

mineralogy related to weak tectonic and retrograde hydrothermal overprinted, copper and 

molybdenum mineralised, prograde metasomatised biotite quartz monzodiorite and biotite 

quartz monzonite to granite. 

2. Biotite bearing aplite to porphyry textured quartz monzonite to granite sampled from 

GET003, is similar to that sampled from GET002 further to the west. One example of aplite 

to hypidiomorphic textured biotite-rich, quartz monzodiorite rock sampled from higher levels 

in GET003, is possibly younger than the biotite quartz monzodiorite to granite 

aplite/porphyry. 

3.  Trace amounts of chalcopyrite and galena are associated with weak retrograde hydrothermal 

chlorite, sericite/illite, Fe/Mg/Ca-carbonate, pyrite and rutile in relation to sparsely 

distributed fracturing/microfracturing, post-dating hydrous magmatic to magmatic 

hydrothermal chalcopyrite and molybdenite within the intermediate to acid igneous rock 

type 

“The igneous rock sampled for petrology in GET003, in three of the four samples of diamond core, 

is the same as that mostly sampled for petrology from GET002 (APSAR59010): a biotite quartz 

monzonite to granite aplite-porphyry. Rock sampled for petrology higher in GET003, is of 

melanocratic biotite quartz monzonite; aplitic, pilotaxitic to hypidiomorphic textured and including 

relatively abundant primary biotite. It is not evident whether the melanocratic monzodiorite is a 

precursor to or post-dating, the relatively leucocratic and acid quartz monzonite to granite rock 

type. There is no real evidence for any thermal overprinting of the melanocratic quartz 

monzodiorite, to suggest that was precursor to the quartz monzonite-granite intrusion(s). 

Thermally metamorphosed sedimentary rock was not sampled for petrology in GET003. 

Molybdenite and most chalcopyrite are hydrous magmatic to magmatic hydrothermal in 

paragenesis in relation to the quartz monzonite-granite. Minor amounts of chalcopyrite are also 

hydrous magmatic to magmatic hydrothermal in the melanocratic biotite quartz monzodiorite. 

The magmatic hydrothermal fluid flow and resulting copper and molybdenum mineralisation, is 

partly represented by secondary, hypersaline aqueous fluid inclusion assemblages within primary 

quartz and granoblastic to drusy quartz of prograde metasomatism. 

Weak copper and lead mineralisation is paragenetically associated with correspondingly weak 

retrograde hydrothermal, and tectonic overprinting of the prograde metasomatised and 

mineralised quartz monzodiorite to quartz monzonite/granite rock sampled from GET003. The 

retrograde hydrothermal alteration in rock from GET003, is relatively weak compared to domains 

or zones of intense, fracture constrained/centred retrograde hydrothermal alteration represented 

in diamond core from GET002 (APSAR 59010). Magnetite destruction in relation to the weak 

retrograde hydrothermal overprinting is localised within single samples of diamond core and 

between multiple sampled diamond core. The weaker and more isolated retrograde micro-

structurally constrained hydrothermal overprinting (and any related mineralisation) in diamond 

core from GET003, reflects a location more distal to stronger retrograde hydrothermal fluid flow 

than that represented in GET002.” (Coote 2, 2021). 
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9. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Drilling has returned 137.9m of basement core sample from two pierce points within a 7km2 target 

zone and successfully first pass-tested the geochemical and geophysical anomalies associated with 

the Great Eastern Target. It has identified alteration, veining and sulphide mineralisation characteristic 

of intrusion-related mineralisation with strong alteration and corresponding elevated (albeit weak) 

precious, base and associated indicator metal grades. 

Visual, geochemical and petrographic support of an initial Cu-Mo+/-Au orthomagmatic to magmato-

hydrothermal metal system overprinted by a secondary retrograde Au-base metal hydrothermal 

system is defined by prograde potassic (K-feldspar-secondary biotite-granoblastic quartz-magnetite) 

alteration with chalcopyrite-pyrite-molybdenite sulphides overprinted by magnetite-destructive 

phyllic to argillic alteration (chlorite-silica-granoblastic quartz-sericite/illite-pyrite to haematite-

carbonate-kaolinite) with trace Au-Ag-As-Cu-base metal-sulphosalt sulphides confirming a genetic link 

to the development and emplacement of polyphasal intrusives in the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex. 

Critically the base metal overprint is not considered to be an innate feature of the main quartz 

monzonite, rather a subsequent mineralised intrusive event. 

This has validated MBK’s exploration hypothesis however the intrinsic presence of discrete, detectable 

causative intrusions capable of providing economic intersections remains to be confirmed. Drilling and 

assay results to date while providing evidence of a system have not identified notable intrusives, 

structures or discrete zones for the development of broader or higher grade intervals of interest. This 

factor is particularly relevant due to depth to basement, with the overlying Evergreen Formation cover 

sequence thickness greater than modelled and previously interpreted. This correspondingly impacts 

interpretation of EM, magnetic and IP/resistivity responses, and drilling results must be integrated 

with past and future geophysical work in order to best reconcile critical features and which features 

and responses can be trusted, relevant and utilised. 

Airborne magnetic signature signal and reliability must now be appreciated in light of the depth to 

basement however is still considered the most practical method of identifying deep structure and 

basement geological responses. Reconciliation of drilling results with previous EM and IP/resistivity 

work has noted a remodelled EM profile as the most effective basement depth indicator, supporting 

a gradual shallowing of the cover sequence westwards which is also in agreement with bedding 

structural measurements. 

IP response indicates the shallower chargeable highs (e.g.: Figure 10a) are due to thick carbonaceous 

sequences and clays along with salty groundwater within a thicker than expected cover sequence. This 

is most notable in the centre of the prospect. Due to this thick overlying sequence with high chargeable 

response signatures and numerous carbonaceous horizons, no reliable response is expected from 

basement to vector in drilling of favourable zones indicative of alteration/mineralisation. 

The resistivity response from basement is also affected, being an order of magnitude or more lower 

(~30-60ohm-m) than expected (~1000+ohm-m) due to thick cover sequence interference. This 

similarly complicates interpretation of favourable structural and alteration zones at depth. This is best 

demonstrated in GET003 with an eastern prospect-marginal north-west trending linear clearly evident 

in magnetic, EM and IP/resistivity profiles interpreted as a structural displacement and bounding 

feature not able to be reconciled in drilling, and resistivity response from basement significantly higher 

in resistivity modelling than intersected in drilling. Accordingly care must be taken with interpretation 

of features in IP/chargeability data until drilling is able to place in better context. 
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It is also noted the significant depth to basement and presence of thick clay/siltstone and 

carbonaceous (to coaliferous) horizons within the overlying Evergreen Formation would appear 

counter-conducive to transport and identification of low level geochemical and pH responses within 

soil sampling. The absence of structure noted in drilling in both cover sequence and basement rocks 

(notably where interpreted in geophysics e.g.: eastern steep bounding resistivity/magnetic lineament) 

is also difficult to reconcile and adds to limitations in geochemical detection at surface. Despite this, 

it has still led to the identification of a hydrothermal system at significant depth. 

The weak As-Zn-S response with weak Au (to 0.43ppm Au) within the overlying cover sequence is 

interesting and may be the result of continued degassing of the late stage intrusive complex, 

subsequent mineralised intrusion/s, or remobilisation/secondary processes during weathering and 

sedimentation. The presence of hornfelsing (both intra-clast and in matrix) and alteration (including 

green biotite in mud matrix as identified via petrology) within overlying sediments supports continued 

thermal and associated hydrothermal activity from intrusives during sedimentation. The prior 

observation of interpreted hornfelsed cover sediments as an indicator of underlying intrusive activity 

is thus also valid and lends support to weak dispersion of mineralisation within overlying cover 

sequence. 

Visual correlation of potential sediment beds or marker units (i.e.: tuffaceous bands) between drill 

holes was not possible to determine the presence of displacement or reactivated faults between drill 

holes. However observations of a thicker, more quartzose/litharenitic unit towards the base along 

with transition to polymict normal graded granular sandstone to breccias of basement granitoid 

derivative is consistent between the holes and key to understanding stratigraphic position during 

drilling. 

Structurally there appears a vector to early quartz-chalcopyrite-molybdenite veinlets between GET002 

and GET003 with veinlets in each hole appearing to dip towards one another on a NE trend. However 

geochemical support is limited to further this observation. It is also noted on the small scale that 

marginal fracturing around stronger hornfels and potential aplitic units due to competency variation 

is present. Unfortunately no large scale structure, faulting, hydrothermal or intrusive breccias or clean 

intrusive contacts with no clear evidence of separate intrusive phases was observed, more a gradual 

gentle internal zonation or transition between slightly more aplitic and slightly more 

mafic/monzodioritic compositions within the quartz monzonite. Mafic intrusive components typical 

of the early phases as per Mt Brady, Forty Horse and other prospects were not identified in GET002 

and GET003 and supports a more central core of felsic upwelling as interpreted for the Eidsvold 

Intrusive Complex model at the Great Eastern Target. Discrete late highly altered aplitic dykes as noted 

at Mt Brady and interpreted as the main mineralising event were similarly not observed.  
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
 

The initial drill program into the Great Eastern Target was successful in identifying a polyphase altered 

and mineralised system below thick cover sequence sediments. It has demonstrated overprinting Cu-

Au and minor base metal mineralisation telescoped upon an orthomagmatic to magmatic Cu-Mo 

system within a variably porphyritic quartz monzonite to granodiorite/monzodiorite intrusive 

complex. This is considered a proof of concept for the hypothesis and existence of intrusion-related 

Au (+/-Cu+/-Mo+/-Pb+/-Zn+/-Ag) mineralisation in previously unexplored area within the Eidsvold 

Intrusive Complex. 

While economic mineralisation was not intersected in the first drill holes into this large target, MBK is 

encouraged by the strong alteration and veining. Causative intrusion/s and favourable structure/s are 

now required to be effectively defined and drill tested to determine the economic potential for the 

Great Eastern Target and implications for the Eidsvold Intrusive Complex as a whole. The difficulties 

in understanding and eliminating cover sequence interference and expected cover and basement 

geophysical responses to existing exploration tools are now better understood, and work will focus 

now on approaches and methods to vector in to core zones of interest within the Eidsvold Intrusive 

Complex. 

Recommendations for further work include: 

• Drilling to the west targeting potential causative intrusives associated with either weakly 

remnant/reverse polarised magnetic responses, irregular demagnetised zones indicative of 

favourable magnetite-destructive alteration and/or structural junctions favourable for 

focussing mineralising fluids 

• Continuation westwards of existing pole-dipole IP/resistivity work to identify boundaries, 

depth to basement, potential structures/alteration zones and refine drill targets at potentially 

shallow and more favourable depths 

• Hyperspectral analysis of drill core to define clay alteration mineralogy, temperatures and 

alteration vectors from existing basement positions 

• Alteration Index work and geochemical review 

• Follow-up IP/resistivity work laterally from existing data to define additional targets and 

features of interest within the Great Eastern Target and effectively reduce and refine overall 

target size 

• Further drill testing of key features identified from the above 
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11. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 - GET001-003 Metadata 

Appendix 2 - GET001-003 Drill logs 

Appendix 3 - GET001-003 Geotechnical logs 

Appendix 4 - GET001-003 Structural data 

Appendix 5 - GET001-003 Assay results 

Appendix 6 - GET001-003 Magnetic susceptibility logs 

Appendix 7 - GET002 Petrology report 

Appendix 8 - GET003 Petrology report 


